NON-COMMUTATIVE RESIDUATED LATTICES*
BY

R. P. DILWORTH

Introduction and summary. In the theory of non-commutative
rings certain distinguished subrings, one-sided and two-sided ideals, play the important roles. Ideals combine under crosscut, union and multiplication and hence
are an instance of a lattice over which a non-commutative
multiplication
is
defined.f The investigation of such lattices was begun by W. Krull (Krull
[3]) who discussed decomposition into isolated component ideals. Our aim
in this paper differs from that of Krull in that we shall be particularly
interested in the lattice structure of these domains although certain related arithmetical questions are discussed.
In Part I the properties of non-commutative
multiplication
and residuation over a lattice are developed. In particular it is shown that under certain
general conditions each operation may be defined in terms of the other.
The second division of the paper deals with the structure of non-commutative residuated lattices in the vicinity of the unit element. It is found
that this structure may be characterized to a large extent in terms of special
types of distributive
lattices (arithmetical
and semi-arithmetical
lattices).
The next division contains a discussion of the arithmetical properties of noncommutative residuated lattices. In particular decompositions into primary
and semi-primary elements are discussed.
Finally we investigate the case where both the ascending and descending
chain conditions hold and prove some structure theorems which are analogous
to the structure theorems of hypercomplex systems.

I. Multiplication

and residuation

1. Definitions and notations. The fixed lattice of elements a,b,c, ■ ■ ■ will
will be denoted by ©. Sublattices will be denoted by German capitals, and
Latin capitals will denote subsets of © which are not necessarily sublattices.
(, ), [, ], D W1U*
denote union, crosscut, and lattice division respectively. If
a 9^b and az>xz>b implies either x = a or x = b, a is said to cover b and we write
* Presented to the Society in two parts: April 9, 1938, under the title Non-commutative residuation, and November 26, 1938, under the title Archimedian residuated lattices; received by the editors

May 1, 1939.
f Lattices with a commutative multiplication have been investigated
Ward and the author in a previous paper (Ward-'Dilworth [7]).
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a>b. If © has a unit element u, the elements covered by u are called divisorfree elements of ©. If © has a null element it will be denoted by z.
© is said to satisfy the ascending chain condition if every chain
ai c a2 c a3 c • • ■ has only a finite number of distinct elements. Similarly
if every descending chain ai d a2 s a3 d • • • has only a finite number of distinct elements, © is said to satisfy the descending chain condition. © is called
archimedian if both the ascending and descending chain conditions hold.

The direct product (Birkhoff [l]) of lattices Si, 22, ■■■, 8„ is defined to
be the set of vectors a = {a-i, a2, • ■ ■ , a„}, a i e S< with division defined by a s &
if and only if a,- d o,-. Union and crosscut are given by (a, 6) = {(a\, bi), ■ • ■ ,

(a„, o„) }, [a, b] = {[ai, h], • • • , [a„, &„]}.
2. Multiplication. A one-valued, binary operation xy is called a multiplication over © if the following postulates are satisfied :
Mi. ab lies in © whenever a and b lie in ©.

M2. a = b implies ac = bc, ca = cb.
M3. a(b, c) = (ao, ac), (a, o)c = (ac, be).
M4. a(6c) = (aö)c.

From M2 and M3 we have
(2.1) a o o implies ac s be and caocb;

(2.2) [ao, ac] safe, c], [ac, be] d [a, b]c.
If in addition to Mi-M4, postulate

M6 below is satisfied, © is said to be a

left ideal lattice.
M5. asoa.

In a similar manner if My is satisfied, © is said to be a right ideal lattice.
MS'. a s ai».

If a lattice is both a left and right ideal lattice, it is called a two-sided ideal
lattice, or simply ideal lattice.
Consider a lattice with unit element u over which a multiplication satisfy-

ing Mi-M4 is defined and for which M6 holds.
Mg. ua = au = a.

Then by M3, M5 and M6- hold so that © is an ideal lattice. A lattice with
unit element in which Mo holds we call an ideal lattice with unit.
© is said to be commutative if it satisfies M 7.

M7. ab = ba.
3. Residuation.

Consider now an ideal lattice © in which the ascending
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chain condition* holds. Let a and b be two elements of ©. Then the set X
of all elements x z © such that a s xb is non-empty and closed with respect to
union. Hence by the ascending chain condition X has a unit element ab"1
which we call the le/t residual of b with respect to a. The left residual a ■b"1
has the fundamental properties:

Rx. azi(ab-v)b.

R2. aoxb—mb^ox.'f
In a similar manner the rigA/ residual 6_1■a is defined by the following
properties:

Ri<. aob(b-xa).
R2'. ask^H-asi.

The two residuals are connected by the relation
(3.1)

a-l-(b-<rl)

= (a-i-b).<rl.

The residuals are connected with the multiplication
(3.2)
(3.3)

(ab)b-xz>a,
a-(be)'1

a~-l-(ab)z>b,

= (a-c-^-b-1,

Some of the more important
(3.4)

by the formulas

(ab)'1

properties

a-(b-1-a)-1o(a,b),

c « b~l-(a'1 ■c).

of the residuals are the following:
(a-b'1)'1-ao

(a, b);

(3.5)

[a, b]<rl = [ac-\

bcr1],

or1- [b, c] - [<r*-i, ar'-c];

(3.6)

a-(b, c)-1 = [ab-1,

a-c'1],

(a, b)~x-c = [ar^c,

(3.7)

(a,b)-c-1o(a-c~1,b-c-1),

(3.8)

az>b^> a-c^obc'1,

(3.9)

asb

(3.10)

ab-1^

(3.11)

irl-e];

a~x-(b, c)o (a~x-b, a~l-c);

c-i-a-Dc-i-b;

-^ cb~l-3 c- a-1, b~x- co or1 ■c;

a, b^-aoa;
«■{-13c^c-1-í3i.

On the other hand, if we start with a lattice © in which the descending
chain condition $ holds and over which left and right residuals are defined
having the properties given above, then we may define a multiplication
over
@ satisfying Mi-M5<. For let a and b be two elements of © and let X be the
* This condition may be replaced by the weaker condition that every set 5 of elements of ©
have a union u(S) and that u(S)c=u{Sc).
t The symbol —»indicates formal implication.
%As in the previous case this condition may be weakened.
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set of elements x such that x • o-1 d a. Then X is non-empty and closed with
respect to crosscut, and hence by the descending chain condition has a null
element ab. It can be shown that the product so defined satisfies Mi-M5- and
moreover is equal to the product similarly denned in terms of the right re-

sidual.
II. Residuated

lattices

with unit

4. Lattice structure. Throughout this and the following section we shall
assume that © is a lattice in which the ascending chain condition holds and
having a multiplication
satisfying Mi, • • • , M6. As a consequence of M6 the
residuals have the following properties :
(4.1)

asM

(4.2)

ao-1
a-«-1

(4.3)

= u^b~l-a
= u~l-a

= u;

= a;

(a, 6) = u —»a ■b~l = a, 6_I • a = a.

Conversely, if we start with residuals having property (4.1) and define
multiplication in terms of the residuals as in §3, then it is readily verified that
the multiplication satisfies M6.
Of particular importance in the proofs that follow are the properties:

(4.4)

(b, c) = «-(a,

(4.5)

(b, c) = u->i[a,

(4.6)

[6, c]) = [(a, b), (a, c)];
b], [a, c]);

(a, b) = u, (a, c) = u—> (a, [6, c]) — u.

As a consequence of (4.4) and (4.6) we have the following property:
(4.7) If Oi, • • • , a„ are coprime in pairs, then

(c, [<h, ■• • , a„]) = [(c, ai), • • • , (c, a»)].
Two sublattices

31 and 93 are said to be coprime if a e 21 and b e 93 imply

(a, b) = u. We have then
Lemma 4.1. Let H be the sublaltice generated by the sublattices Sii, 2I2, ■■ • , H„
eacft of which contains u. Then Sl is the direct product of Hi, • • • , H„ if and only
if Hi, • • • , H„ are coprime in pairs.
From the definitions of §1 it follows directly that Hi, • • • , H» are coprime
in pairs if 21 is the direct product of Hi, • • • , H„. Let now Hi, • ■ • , H„ be
coprime in pairs and let L denote the set of crosscuts [ax, • • ■ , a„] where

a,- c H<. We have clearly
[[ai, • • • , an], [a{, ■•-,«»]]-

Furthermore

[[au a{],

[a2, of ], • • • , [aB, a„']].
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( [ai, • • ■ , a„], [ai", • • • , a„' ]) = [(ai, [«/,-••
= [(ai, ai),

by (4.7). Hence P is a sublattice
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, a„' ]),■••,

(a„, [ai", • • • ,a„' ])]

" • " »(««j an)]

and is thus equal to 21. If [<h, ■ ■ ■ , a„]

= [a{, ■ ■■, a»], then
a,- = (<n, [a{, ■■■ , añ ]) = [(a,-, a{), ■■ ■ , (a{, a„')] = (a,-, a/).

Whence a,- 3 a/. Similarly a/ d a^ and hence a, = aí. This completes the proof.
If the sublattices Hi, • ■ ■ , H„ have minimal elements, the conditions of

Lemma 4.1 may be simplified.
Corollary.
If the sublattices Hi, ■ • ■ , H» of Lemma 4.1 have minimal elements mi, ■ ■ ■ , m„, then H is the direct product of Hi, • • • , H„ if and only if
mi, ■ ■ ■ ,mn are coprime in pairs.
From Lemma 4.1 we have immediately
Lemma 4.2. Any finite set of divisor-free elements generates a finite Boolean

algebra.
If there are only a finite number of divisor-free elements in ©, we may
speak of the Boolean algebra generated by the divisor-free elements. This is
certainly the case when the descending chain condition holds in ©, for we
have

Lemma 4.3. If the descending chain condition holds in @, then there are only
a finite number of divisor-free elements.
Let pi, p2, ■ ■ ■ , pn, ■ ■ ■ be an infinite sequence of distinct divisor-free elements, and form the descending chain ai^a2^a3^
• • • where a,= [pi, p2,
• ■ • , pi]. If a¿ = a¿ + l, then [px, ■■ ■ , p¡] = [px, ■ ■ ■ , pi+1] and hence
Pi+l = (pi+i, [pi, ■ ■ ■ , pi]) = [ipi+i, pi), ■ ■ ■ , (pi+i, pi)] = w,
which is impossible. Thus ax 3 a2 a a3 s • • • is an infinite descending chain.
5. We turn now to the study of the structure of a residuated lattice in
the vicinity of the unit element and prove first the fundamental

Theorem 5.1. Let © be a residuated lattice with unit having only a finite
number of divisor-free elements pi, p2, ■ ■ ■ , pn. Moreover let S be the direct product of chain lattices $?i, ■ • • , £„ where S¿ is the chain u^piOatO
■ ■ ■ s w,-.
Then if mk>b and b does not belong to £, the sublattice generated by the
elements of 2 and the element b is the direct product of the chain lattices
?i, • • • , 8* , • ■ • , %nwhere 8* is the chain lattice uo pkoako
■ ■ ■ omkob.
Proof. In view of the corollary to Lemma 4.1 it is sufficient to show that
(b, mi) =u, i^k. If (b, mi) ^m, there exists a divisor-free element p such that
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po (b,mi). Since pDmi, weh&ve p=pi. Now«t3
[mk, pi] s b since p d b. But
mk^ [mk, pi] since otherwise piOmk while (pi,mk)=u.
Hence b= [mk, b,] and
b is contained in 2 which is contrary to assumption. Thus (b, mx) =«, i^k.
This theorem enables us to construct certain characteristic sublattices
with very simple properties. For let 33 be the Boolean algebra generated by
the divisor-free elements of ©. If a divisor-free element p of S3 covers an element ai, not contained in S3, then S3 and <Zigenerate a sublattice ?i which is a
direct product of chain lattices. If ai covers a2 and a2 does not belong to 8i,
then £i and a2 generate a sublattice 22 which is again a direct product of chain
lattices. We may continue in this manner as long as we obtain elements a,not contained in £,-_i. Having obtained a sublattice 2k in this manner, we
may further extend it by building chains from other divisor-free elements.
Thus if we call lattices which are direct products of chain lattices, arithmetical
(Ward [5]), we see that the structure of a residuated lattice in the vicinity
of the unit element is characterized to a large extent in terms of arithmetical

lattices.

93

g

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

This principle is very useful in constructing examples of residuated lattices. For example, suppose we wish to construct a residuated lattice containing three divisor-free elements. We start then with the Boolean algebra S3 of

Fig. 1.
Now if we wish to add an element a' covered by a, by Theorem

5.1 we

have immediately the sublattice 8 of Fig. 2.
The condition of Theorem 5.1 that each divisor-free element be a member
of one of the chain lattices is essential for the truth of the theorem as may be
seen by simple examples. However in general a residuated lattice will have
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apply. It may be generalized as follows:
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and Theorem

5.1 will no longer

Theorem
5.2. Let 2 be the direct product of chain lattices Si, ■ • ■ , 2n of a
residuated lattice @, and let S3 be the lattice generated by S and the set of divisorfree elements p which divide at least one element of S. Furthermore let mk>b.
Then either b lies in S3 or the lattice generated by S and b is the direct product of

the chain lattices Si, • ■• , 8* , • • ■, 8n where 2k = {2k, b}.
Proof. If (b, mi)¿¿u, i^k, there exists a divisor-free element p such that
p 3 (b, mi). Now mk s [mk, p] 3 b and mk7¿ [mk, p] since otherwise pomk while
(p, mk) =u. Hence b= [mk, b] and b e S3. Hence if b t S3, (b, mi) =u, i^k, and
the theorem follows by Lemma 4.
The structure of the lattice 93 of Theorem 5.2 is comparatively simple. We
shall study its properties in terms of the notion of semi-arithmetical lattices
introduced by Morgan Ward (Ward [5]). We make the
Definition
5.1. A distributive lattice © is said to be semi-arithmetical if
the indecomposable elements divisible by a given divisor-free element form a chain

lattice.
A semi-arithmetical
lattice in which the ascending
may be characterized as follows :

chain condition

holds

Lemma 5.1. A distributive lattice 3) in which the ascending chain condition
holds is semi-arithmetical if and only if the indécomposables occurring in the reduced representation of an element as a crosscut of indécomposables are coprime
in pairs.
From Definition 5.1 it follows trivially that an arithmetical lattice is semiarithmetical.
We shall show now that the lattice S3 of Theorem 5.2 is semi-arithmetical
and to that end prove the

Theorem 5.3. Let 2 be a semi-arithmetical sublattice of a residuated lattice
© and let 8 contain the unit element u. Then if p is a divisor-free element of ©,
the sublattice 2' generated by p and the sublattice 2 is semi-arithmetical.
Proof. If p is contained in 8, the theorem is trivial and we may thus assume that p f 2. Now let U be the set of all elements of the form a or [p, a]
where at 2. The set U is clearly closed with respect to crosscut. We show that
U is also closed with respect to union. Let x and y be two members of the
set U. If both x and y are contained in 8, (x, y) is obviously in U. Let
x= [p, Xi], p$Xi and y e 8. Let Xi= [qu ■ ■ ■ ,q,\ where the qi are indécomposables and (qi, q,) =u, ij^j. Then since p 3>xx, (p, qt) =u (i = 1, • • • , s). Hence
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(x, y) = (y, [p, gi, • • • , a.]) = [(y, p), (y, qi), ■■ ■ , (y, q.)]

by (4.3). But (y, p) is either p or u hence (x, y) is contained in U. If x= [/», xi],

/»4>xiandy=

[/»,yi], £*yi, then

(x, y) = ([/», gi, •■• , g.], [/>, qi, ■ ■ ■ , q'.-])

= [p, (gii P)>- ■• >(q>,P), ■• • , (q's',P), (gi, gi"), • • •, (g»,giO] = [/»,a]
where a e 8. Henee Í7 is identical with 8'.
Now let a, o, c be contained in U. Then in exactly the same manner as
above we find that (a, [o, c]= [(a, 6), (a, c)]. For example, if o= [/», &i],

^»i>6i and c c 8, then
(a, [b, c]) = (a, [/>, qi, ■ ■ ■ , qs, q!, ■ ■ ■ , q',,])

= [(a, p), (a, qi),-

■ ■ , (a, a.'-)] = [(a, 6), (a, c)]

if p £ c; and if /» 3 c, then
(a, [a, c]) = (a, [gi, ■ ■ ■ , qs, q{, ■ ■ ■ , q',.])

= [(a, qi), " " • , (a, g«), (a, qi), • • • , (a, g,'.)]

= [(«, gi), • " • , (a, qi), (a, c)] = [(a, p), (a, gi), • • • , (a, qi), (a, ¿)]

= [(a, b), (a, c)].

Hence 8' is distributive.
Finally let x e 8'; then either x z 8 or x = [p, Xi ] where /> i>Xi. If x e 8, then
x= [gi, • • • , qr] where the g< are indecomposable
and (g,-, q/)—u, i^j. If
X— [p, Xi] then x=[p, qi, • • ■ , qr] where p, qi, • ■ ■ , qr are indecomposable
and (a,-, q,)=u, i^j; (p, qi)=u (i = l, ■ ■ ■ , r). Thus 8' is semi-arithmetical
by Lemma 5.1 and the proof is complete.
Now since 93 is obtained from an arithmetical lattice 8 by a successive
adjunction of divisor-free elements and since at each stage a semi-arithmetical sublattice is obtained, 93 itself is semi-arithmetical.
We have thus proved

Theorem

5.4. The lattice 93 of Theorem 5.2 is a semi-arithmetical sublattice

of ©.
In forming the sublattice 93 from the arithmetical lattice 8 only divisorfree elements which are divisors of some element of 8 are considered. If we
adjoin a divisor-free element which does not divide any of the elements of 8,
the results are even simpler; for we have
Theorem 5.5. Let 8 be a direct product of the chain lattices 8i, • • ■ , 8«, a»á
let p denote a divisor-free element not contained in 8. Then if p does not divide any
of the elements of 8, the sublattice generated by p and 8 is the direct product 8'
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of the chain {u, p] and the chain lattices of 8. Furthermore if 2 is dense in ©,

then 8' is dense in ©.
Proof. Since p does not divide a,- if a¿ t 8,-, (a', p)=u. Hence the first part
of the theorem follows. Let now x 3 [p, at, • • • , an]. Then x= [(x, p), (x, ai),
■ ■ ■ , (x, a„)]. Now (x, p) is clearly in 8' and (x, a/) is in S by hypothesis.

Heneen c 8'.
We conclude this section with

Theorem 5.6. Let 2 be the direct product of the chain lattices Si, • • • , S„ of a
residuated lattice © and let mk>b where b is indecomposable. Then 2 and b generate a sublattice 8' which is the direct product of the chain lattices Si, • • • ,
{8», b },••■, 8«. Furthermore if 2 is dense in @, then 8' is dense in ©.

Proof. The first part follows directly from Theorem 5.2. Let now
x d [mi, tn2, • • • , b, ■ ■ • , m„]. Then x= [(x, mi), ■ ■ ■ , (x, b), ■ ■ ■ , (x, mn)].
Since 8 is dense by hypothesis, (x, mi), ■ ■ ■ , (x, mn) are contained in 8. Now
either (x, b) =b in which case x t 2' or (x, b) 3mt since b is indecomposable.
But then (x, b) t 2 and x is contained in 8'.

III. Arithmetical

properties

or ideal lattices

6. Assume that © is an ideal lattice in which the ascending

chain condi-

tion holds.
Definition
implies pDb.

6.1. An element p t © is said to be a prime if p 3 ab and pj>a

Definition
6.2. An element q t © is said to be right primary if qz>ab and
q$a implies qob" for some whole number s.
In the theory of commutative residuated lattices a residuated lattice in
which the ascending chain condition holds is said to be a Noether lattice
(Ward-Dilworth
[7]) if every irreducible is primary. It is then shown that
every element of a Noether lattice may be represented as a simple* crosscut
of a finite number of primaries each of which is associated with a different
prime. The primes themselves and the total number of primaries are uniquely
determined by the element. This result also holds for the non-commutative
case although there are certain complications due to the non-commutativity
of the multiplication. We shall show how these complications may be avoided.
Let © be a non-commutative
Noether lattice; that is, assume that every
irreducible is right primary. If a and b are elements of @, the product ab then
has the form ab= [qi; ■ ■ ■ , qr] where the ç,- are right primary. Let <7<3a
* A crosscut representation
representation.

is said to be simple if omitting any one of the terms changes the
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(i=l, ■ ■ • , í), g»í>a (i = l+l, ■ ■ ■ , r). Then since q(oab we have qiob'i
(i = l+\, ■ ■ ■ , r). If we then set s=max (si+i, ■ • ■ , si), we have

(6.1)

abo [a, b']ob"a.

Let g be right primary and consider the union p of all elements x such that
qox" for some whole number s. Then qop' for some whole number / by
the ascending chain condition. Furthermore p is a prime. For if p o ab, then
q o p' o (ao)' o aro' by (6.1). If gsa',

then ^d«.

If g*ar,

then

qob"

and

/»no. Hence either poa or pob. This prime is clearly unique and is called
the prime element associated with the right primary q. We have moreover
Lemma 6.1. The crosscut of two right primaries
prime p is also a right primary associated with p.

associated with the same

Let [q, q'] o ab, [q, q'] 3>a. Then either q or q', say q, does not divide a
and hence q o b'. But then pob and hence q' o 6'. Hence [q, q'] o b'1 where
i'=max (s, t). Obviously [q, q'] is associated with p.
Lemma 6.2. Let q and q' be right primaries

tively. Then if p$p',q-

associated with p and p' respec-

q'"1 = q.

For qo(qq'~1)q'.
Hence either q = qq'~x or qoq'\
But if qoq'", then
p op'' and hence pop' contrary to hypothesis.
Note that Lemma 6.2 holds only for the right residual. If we were considering left primaries, the left residual would replace the right residual.
The proof from this point on is exactly analogous to the proof in classical
ideal theory and will be omitted. We thus obtain
Theorem 6.1. Let © be a non-commutative Noether lattice. Then every element of © may be represented as a simple crosscut of a finite number of right
primaries. The primes and the total number of right primaries are uniquely-determined by the element.
The following theorem proved in Ward-Dilworth
[7 ] for the commutative
case holds also for non-commutative residuated lattices and is proved in exactly the same manner.

Theorem 6.2. The following two conditions are sufficient that © be a Noether
lattice :
(l) © is modular,
(ii) abo [a, b'].
The distinction between left and right primaries may be removed by
weakening the condition of Definition 6.2. We adopt the name semi-primaries
for these new elements.
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Definition
6.3. An element a s © is said to be semi-primary
a$b" for all s implies aoc' for some whole number t.

if a o be and

Let © be an ideal lattice in which every element may be represented as
a crosscut of a finite number of semi-primaries. Moreover let x and y be any
two elements of ©. Then xy= [ah ■ ■ ■ , ar] where the <zt-are semi-primary.
Let aiOx"< for i = l, ■■■ , I and a¿3y'¿, i = l + l, ■ ■ ■ , r. Then xyo [x% y']
where 5 = max (si, • ■ ■ , st) and /=max (ti+i, ■ ■ ■ , tr). We thus have

Theorem 6.3. // every element of a residuated lattice © is expressible as a
crosscut of a finite number of semi-primaries, then for every x and y in ©, there
exist whole numbers s and t such that
(6.2)

If (6.2) holds in a residuated
simply characterized as follows:

xyo [x', y1].

lattice, the semi-primary

elements may be

Theorem 6.4. Let © be a residuated lattice in which (6.2) holds. Then an
element a is semi-primary if and only if a prime p exists such that poao p"
for some whole number s.

Proof. Let a be semi-primary, and let p denote the union of all elements
* such that a3xr for some r. Then a?p' for some t. Now let p3xy. Then
a 3xy 3xmyn for some integers m and n by (6.2). Hence a ox' for some 5 or
a 3 y< for some I. Hence either p 3 x or p 3 y. Clearly p 3 a 3 p' for some s.
Conversely let p 3 a 3 p" and suppose that a 3 be. Then p 3 be, and hence
either p 3 a or p 3 b. Hence either a 3 b* or a 3 c".
The converse to Theorem 6.3 does not hold in general. However under the
assumption of the distributive law we have
Theorem 6.5. The following two conditions are sufficient that every element
of a residuated lattice © satisfying the ascending chain condition be expressible
as a crosscut of a finite number of semi-primaries.

(i) © is distributive,
(ii) xy 3 [x', y'] for suitable s and t.
Every element of © is clearly expressible as a crosscut of a finite number of
indécomposables. Hence it is sufficient to show that every indecomposable is
semi-primary. Let a be indecomposable, and let a o be, at> b", for any s. Then
as [b', c'] by (ii). Hence a= [(a, bs), (a, c')] by (i). But (a, b')^a. Hence
since a is indecomposable, a = (a, c') and a 3 c'.
The distributive condition is essential in Theorem 6.5 as is shown by the

example in Fig. 3.
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Let 8a denote the sublattice {a', b", a, c", b'", z', c'", d', e', z\, 8b the
sublattice [d, V, b\, and 8C the sublattice {e,c',c}. We define a multiplication over 8 as follows : u2 = u, ux = b if x e 8&,ux = c if x e 8C,ux = z if x e 80. The
product of any two elements in 8&is ô. The product of any two elements in 8C
is c. The product of any element of 8&with an element of 8Cis z. The product
of an element of 8 with an element of 8C is z. It is readily verified that the
multiplication so defined satisfies Mi, • • • , M5' and is also commutative. 8 is

Fig. 3

clearly not distributive. It can also be verified that xy o [x", y'] for suitable s
and t. However it is not true that xy o [x, y ] for some s, since de p [d, c! ].
Furthermore a is indecomposable but not semi-primary since a o be, but apbs
any s and ape' any t.
7. Ideal lattices with unit. We turn now to the study of the properties of
divisor-free elements in an ideal lattice with unit. We prove first the

Lemma 7.1. Letf be a divisor-free element of ©, and let a be any element not
divisible by f. Then one and only one of the following formulas holds:

(I) fa oaf,
(2)/a

= (/a)-/-1.

We have ifa-f-l)-l-faof
by (4.4). Hence either ifaf-1)~1fa = u or
ifaf-1)-1-fa=f. In the first case faofaf-1. But fa -f-1 o fa by (3.10). Hence

fa=faf-\
/-/•«-«

If (faf^)-i-fa=f,

then

= ((fa-t1)-1 f*)-<rl = ifa-tT'-ifa-a-^oifa-f-iyi-f.

But (faf-l)-lfof.

Hence (faf~1)~1f=f. But then /-1 •(fa f-1) =fa /-1 or

(f-1 •/«) "Z"1=fa /""*•Then /« Z"1=>a Z""1D «• Hence /« D iía 'í )í =>a/-
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If both (1) and (2) hold, then fa =faf~1 oaff-1 z>a. But then/=(/,»
3 (f, a) =u, contrary to the assumption that/ is a divisor-free element.
We clearly have a similar result for left residuals.

Lemma 7.2. Let f be a divisor-free element of a residuated lattice in which
(6.2) holds. Then f commutes with every element which it does not divide.

Let at©

If fa=faf-\

such that/i

a. Then by Lemma 7.1 either fa 3 af or fa=faf~1.

then fa 3 (<r/<)f-13 a«/'-1 by (6.2). But then faofaf-1

3 (as/i_1) /_1 3 a"/'-2. Continuing in this manner we finally get fa 3 a\ But
then/=(/,
fa) 3 (/, as) =u since f$as. Hence f=u which is contrary to our
assumption that/ is a divisor-free element. We thus have fa 3 af. In a similar
manner using left residuals we get afofa. Hence af=fa.
As a corollary to Lemma 7.2 the divisor-free elements in a residuated lattice for which (6.2) holds always commute. In particular we have from Theo-

rem 6.3
Lemma 7.3. If in a residuated lattice every element is expressible as a crosscut of semi-primaries, then the divisor-free elements commute.
Let © be an arbitrary residuated lattice in which the ascending chain condition holds and denote by ©' the set of all elements x which divide a finite
product of divisor-free elements. ©' is clearly closed under union, crosscut,
multiplication and residuation and hence a residuated sublattice of ©. Then

Lemma 7.4. Every prime in ©' is divisor-free.
Let p be a prime in ©'. Then by the definition of ©', p 3/i/2 • • • fr where
/i,/«» ■ • ■ ,/r are divisor-free elements of ©. Hence p=/i for some i.
Lemma 7.5. Every element of ©' divides a finite product of its divisor-free

divisors.
This lemma follows directly from the following lemma due to Krull [3].
Lemma 7.6. Let © be a non-commutative residuated lattice in which the
ascending chain condition holds. Then each element a t © has only a finite number of minimal prime divisors pi, ■ ■ ■ , pn and a divides a power of p\ • • • pn*
* Krull states this lemma for the more general case where the ascending chain condition is assumed only for prime elements while a residual chain condition holds for all elements. However his
proof seems to be in error as he uses the following rule: If a 3 a\'a%, then a 3 a\a%where ai = a■ as'-1
and a2=ai'~1- a. This rule is in general not correct as the following example shows: Let © be the lattice defined by the covering relations u>a>b>c>z,
b>d>z.
The multiplication is defined by
ux=xu=x,
all x t @; a?=a, and all other products are equal to z. Then z-c~1 = a, d~l-z = a and
z3 cd. However z $ (z- c_1)(^-1' z) = a1=a.
The lemma is readily seen to be correct under the assumption of the ascending chain condition
since we may take Oi= (a, a/) and a^= (a, a¡) and the rule stated above holds.
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A further consequence of Lemma 7.6 is the result that ©' is the maximal
residuated sublattice all of whose prime elements are divisor-free.
In certain cases ©' is simply the Boolean algebra 93 generated by the
divisor-free elements. For example we have

Theorem 7.1. Let © be a residuated lattice with only a finite number of
divisor-free elements all of which commute among themselves. If the only elements
covered by the divisor-free elements are elements of the Boolean algebra 93 gener-

ated by them, then ©'=93.
Proof. Under the hypothesis

of the theorem, ^c

[/, /']

or /*=/.

But if

[f,f] of2, then/' of which is impossible. Hence/2 =/. But then [fi,fi, ■■■,/„]
=/i/2 ■••/„ and (fi •••/.)' =/i ■■•/..
If the divisor-free elements do not commute, the theorem does not hold
in general. Consider the lattice 8 defined by the covering relations u>b>c>z,
u>a>c.
The multiplication is given by ux=xu = x, x e 8, and ab = c, ba = z,
ac = ca = bc = cb = c2= z, a2 = a, ô2= o, zx = z, all x e 8. Then ©' = 8 while 93 is the

sublattice {u, a, b, c}.
Applying Theorem 7.1 to hypercomplex

systems we obtain

Theorem 7.2. A hypercomplex system in which the prime two-sided ideals
are commutative is a direct sum of simple two-sided ideals if and only if each irreducible two-sided ideal which is not a prime has at least two prime ideal divisors.

We conclude this section by giving a variation

of a theorem due to Krull.*

Theorem 7.3. Pacft element of ©' is expressible as a crosscut of a finite
number of semi-primaries if and only if the divisor-free elements commute.
Proof. The second part follows from Lemma 7.3. To prove the first let
a= [ai, • • -, ar] be the decomposition of a in to coprime indecomposable elements.
Then o(3/i"> ■ • •/,»'- [/iB1,••-,/,"']
or a,= [(a,-,/!"'), ■ • ■, (a,-,//")] whence
a< = (a,, /,"') for some j. We have then /,■o at of,n>. Let a,obc; then /,• o be and
hence either/, o b or/, o c. Hence either a¿ o b">or a, o cn>.Thus if the divisorfree elements of © commute, each element of ©' may be uniquely represented
as a crosscut of coprime semi-primary elements.

IV. Archimedean

residuated

lattices

8. Throughout this section unless the contrary is explicitly stated it will,
be assumed that © is an ideal lattice in which the ascending and descending
chain conditions hold. The unit element of © need not be the unit of multiplication.
* Krull proves the theorem for "primary" elements where an element is primary if it has only one
divisor-free divisor.
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Definition
8.1. An element a of © is said to be nilpotent if a'= z for some
whole number s.

Lemma 8.1. The union m of all nilpotent elements of © is nilpotent, m is

called the radical of ©.
If a¡ll = z and a2'2 = z, then (ai} a2)' = z where t = ti + t2—1. The result follows from the ascending chain condition.

Definition

8.2. An element s of © is said to be simple if s>z where z is

the null element of ©.
Lemma 8.2. A necessary and sufficient condition that the radical be the null
element is that each simple element be idempotent.

Let m=z. If s is a simple element, since sos2, either s = s2 or s2 = z. But
if s2 = z, then zomos
contrary to Definition 8.2. Suppose now that each
simple element is idempotent and let m^z. Then mo s where s is simple,
whence z = mlos' = s, which contradicts the definition of s. Hence m = z.

Definition

8.3. If the radical is the null element, © is said to be semisimple.

Lemma 8.3. Let © be semisimple and s be any simple element of ©. Then
aos*^as = sa = s, aj>ST±as = sa = z.
Let a os. Then asos2 = s and hence as = s. Similarly sa = s. If a$s, then
[a, s]=z and hence as=sa = z.
The position of the radical in the lattice may have important bearing on
the arithmetical properties of the lattice. For example, we have the following
theorem :

Theorem 8.1. Let © be an archimedean residuated lattice whose divisor-free
elements generate a Boolean algebra with null element m. Then the divisor-free
elements are the only primes of ©.
Proof. Since © is archimedean there is only a finite number of divisorfree elements. Let p be a prime of ©. Then pom'oz
and hence pom. But
m= L/i, ' • ' ,/«] where/i, ■••,/« are the divisor-free elements of ©. Hence
P D L/i, ' ' ' , /«] and hence p =/,- for some i.
The conclusion of Theorem 8.1 may be stated in the form © = ©'.
Let ©m denote the sublattice of all elements x such that xom. The study
of the structure of ©m may be reduced to the study of the structure of semisimple lattices. For since ©m is dense in © it is closed with respect to residuation and hence has a multiplication
(§3). We call this multiplication
the
multiplication in ©m and denote it by a ■b.
Theorem

8.2. Let a, b t ©m. //ab

t ©OT,then ab = a-b.
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Proof, a ô is defined by
(i) (a-b)-b~loa,
(ii) x• o-1 o a, x e ©m—>xoa-b.

Similarly ab is defined by
(i') (ab)-b~loa,
iii')

x ■ô-1 o a, x e ©—>x o ab.

Hence if ab t ©m, then ab o ab by (i'), (ü). On the other hand by (i), (ii'),
ab o ab. Hence a • o = ab.
In general we have

Lemma 8.4. a-bo ab.
Let now p be a prime element of ©. Then pom' = z and hence pom.
Thus p t ©m. Now let p oa-b. Then p o ab by Lemma 8.4. Hence either /»sa

or pob. We thus have
Theorem

8.3. If p is a prime element of ©, then p t ©m and p is a prime in

©m with respect to the multiplication

Theorem

in ©m.

8.4. ©m ¿s semisimple.

Proof. Let s be a simple element of ©m. Then s>m. Now ssj'j.
Hence
s = j sorií
= »¡. But if s •j = m, m o s2 by Lemma 8.4 and hence s21= z. This
contradicts the definition of m. Hence each simple element is idempotent and
by Lemma 8.1 ©,„ is semisimple.
The most important application of archimedean residuated lattices is in
the theory of hypercomplex systems. More generally, let © be the set of twosided ideals of a non-commutative
ring R in which the ascending and descending chain conditions hold for left ideals. Then m is the radical of P. Now the
quotient ring R/m is isomorphic to @m and hence is semisimple by Theorem
8.4. However from a well known structure theorem, a semisimple ring is a
direct sum of simple two-sided ideals. Its lattice of two-sided ideals is thus a
Boolean algebra, and Theorem 8.1 gives
Theorem 8.5. The only prime two-sided ideals in a hypercomplex system are
the divisor-free ideals.

9. Semisimple lattices. In this section we shall be particularly interested
in the sublattices generated by the simple elements of a semisimple lattice ©.
Lemma 9.1. There are only a finite number of simple elements in a semisimple lattice ©.
Let Si, 52, s3, ■ • ■ be an infinite sequence of simple elements. Consider the
chain ai c a2 c a3 c ■ ■ • where a¿ = (si, S2, • • • , si). The members of this chain
are distinct. For suppose that a,=a¿+i; then (si, ■ ■ ■ , si) = (si, ■ ■ ■ , s<+i.)
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Hence we have
S<+1 =

2
Si+l

=

(SlSi+i,

=

(îl,

S2Si+i,

2
• • ' , Si+i)

■ - - , i>)îi+l

= (SlSi+i,

=

(ii,

• • • , S,-+i)j,-+i

■ ■ ■ , SiSi+i)

=

z.

This contradicts Definition 8.2. Hence aiea2<z • • - is an infinite ascending
chain contradicting the ascending chain condition.
Theorem 9.1. Let © be a semi-simple lattice. Then if each element of © can
be expressed as a union of simple elements, © is a Boolean algebra.
Proof. Let at©

have the representation

(9.1)

a=

(si, ■ ■ ■ ,sn)

where Si, • • • , sk are distinct simple elements. The representation
(9.1)
is unique and sh ■ ■■, sk are the only simple elements which a divides.
For let a = (si, ■ ■ ■ , sk) = (sí, ■ ■ ■ , s/).
Multiplying
by sí we have
si =(siSi , ■ • ■, Sksi). Hence all of the products are null except one, say

Sis/. Then SiSÍ =sí and hence j,Of/ by Lemma 8.3. Thus j< = j/ and
k=l. If a os, where s is simple and not equal to any of Si, • • • , sk, then
(si, s2, ■ ■■ , sk) = (ii, ■ ■ ■, sk, s) contrary to the result we have just obtained.
We show now that the product of any two elements is equal to their crosscut.
We clearly have [a, b]oab.
Let [a, b] = (si, ■ ■ ■ , sk). Then since
a, bo [a, b], a = (si, s2, ■ ■• , sk, a') and b = (sit ■ ■ ■ , sk, b'). Hence
ab = (si, ■ ■ ■ , sk, a')(sh

■ ■ ■ , sk, b') = (sh ■ ■ ■ , sk, a'b') o [a, b].

Thus [a, b] =ab.
Since the product is distributive with respect to union, the crosscut must
be distributive and hence © is distributive. Furthermore © is complemented.
For let a = (si, ■ ■ • , sk), u = (si, ■ ■ ■ , s„) and define a' = (sk+i, ■ ■ ■ , sn). Then
(a, a')=u
and [a, a'] = aa' = (si, • ■ ■ , sn)(sk+i, ■ ■ • , sn)=z. Hence © is a

Boolean algebra.
In an arbitrary semisimple lattice, the set of elements which can be represented as a union of simple elements need not be closed with respect to crosscut as we shall show by an example. However, if we assume the modular*
condition we have the following theorem.

Theorem 9.2. Let © be a modular semisimple lattice. Then the simple elements of © generate a Boolean algebra ©£. Moreover ©b is dense in ©.
Proof. Let U be the set of all elements of © which can be expressed as a
* For various statements

of the modular axiom see Ore [4].
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union of simple elements of ©. The set U is obviously closed with respect to
union. We shall show that U is dense in © and hence closed with respect to
crosscut. Let (si, ■ ■ ■ , sn)ox,
and let xosi, ■ ■ ■ , sh x}>si+i, • • • , sn.
Then x= [x, (si, ■ ■ ■ , s„)] = (si, • ■ • , s¡, [x, (si+i, ■ • • , s„)]) by the modular
condition. If [x, (s¡+i, • • • , s„)]^z, then there is a simple element 5 such
that [x, si+i, ■ ■ • , sn]os. But then xos and (s¡+i, ■ ■ ■ , sn) os. Hence
S =

s(si+i,

• • • , Sn) =

(Sl+lS,

■ ■ ■ , SSn) = SiS

by Lemma 8.3. Thus s = s¿ and xosi contrary to assumption.
Hence
[x, (si+i, ■■ ■ , sn)]=z and x = (si, • ■ • , st).
Since U is dense in ©, it is closed with respect to multiplication and is
clearly semisimple. Moreover every element of U can be expressed as a union
of simple elements. Hence by Theorem 9.1, £/ = ©£ is a Boolean algebra.
To show the significance of the modular condition in the previous theorem
we give an example of a non-modular semisimple lattice in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4

If U denotes the set of elements of 8 which can be expressed as a union
of simple elements, we define a multiplication over 8 as follows : If x, y e U,
Xr^a, y^b, then xy= [x, y], ac = ß, dx=ß or z according as xod or xpd.
It can be readily verified that all of the multiplication postulates are satisfied. Also 8 is non-modular since it contains the non-modular sublattice
{a, a, d, ß, z}. The simple elements a, ß, y do not generate a Boolean algebra.
In fact, U is not closed with respect to crosscut since d= [(a, ß), (ß, y)].
Theorem 9.3. Let © be a modular semisimple lattice. Then if for each simple
element s there exists an element s'^u such that (s, s') =w, © is a Boolean alge-

bra.
Proof. We may take the s"s to be divisor-free elements since if sf is not
divisor-free, there exists a divisor-free element/¿ such that/,-ss/.
But then
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(si,fi) o (sí, s/) = u. Let v = (îi, • ■ • , sn). Then
is n. But now [sí, s2 , ■ ■ ■ , sn']=z, since if
an s, such that [sí, ■ • ■ , sn' ] o 5,-.But then sí
W, • • • , Sn ] = z, the length of chain from u
But u 3 ». Hence u = v.
Theorem 9.3 gives immediately
Theorem

the length of chain from v to z
[si, ■ ■ ■ , s„ ]^z, there exists
o sit which is impossible. Since
to z is equal to or less than ».

9.4. A complemented, modular, semisimple lattice is a Boolean

algebra.
We conclude with the statement
ideals of a non-commutative
ring.

of Theorem 9.3 in terms of the two-sided

Theorem 9.5. Let R be a ring without radical in which the ascending and
descending chain conditions hold for two-sided ideals. Then if for each two-sided
ideal a there exists an ideal a'^R such that (a, a') =P, P is a direct sum of two-

sided simple ideals.
Such an ideal a' always exists if a has a principle unit. For in that case
we may take a' to be the set of all elements x such that ax = 0.
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